Academic Excellence

Duke University is divided into 10 SCHOOLS and colleges, many of which serve both undergraduate and graduate students.

Mary Duke programs are ranked in the TOP 25, including:
- Nursing DNP (1)
- Nursing Masters (1)
- Physician Assistant (1)
- Clinical Psychology (11)
- Business (12)
- Bioengineering (6)
- Public Affairs (13)
- Political Science (6)
- Economics (16)
- Medical Research (7)
- Math (17)
- Physical Therapy (10)
- Computer Science (25)

43 RHODES SCHOLARS, 196 FULBRIGHT SCHOLARS since 2001

Duke consistently LEADS THE ACC IN ACADEMIC HONOR ROLL students and is a top producer of Academic All Americans. 200+ in 24 different sports

Over 30 Duke FACULTY WERE NOTED IN 2015 THOMSON REUTERS HIGHLY CITED RESEARCHERS – STATE OF INNOVATION SURVEY (2016) representing some of world’s most influential scientific minds.

Hiring a Student or Alum from Duke University Helps You to “Give Back” to Your Alma Mater while Ensuring that You Will Bring a Product of Duke’s High Quality Programs to Your Workplace. We Are Here to Help Make Recruiting an Easy Process to Navigate.

Breadth of Knowledge

Duke undergraduates choose from among 53 MAJORS, 52 MINORS and 23 CERTIFICATES. With the ability to create combinations of the three, there are 437,989 UNIQUE ACADEMIC COMBINATIONS available.

Duke’s GRADUATE SCHOOL has 77 DEPARTMENTS AND PROGRAMS granting degrees with options for 53 PHDS, 24 MASTER’S DEGREES and 29 CERTIFICATES.

84% of Duke graduates go on to pursue ADVANCED DEGREES

50M ways to NAVIGATE THE CURRICULUM

Skills Go Deep

Duke researchers on the campus and in the medical center are awarded nearly $500 MILLION PER YEAR from government agencies, consistently placing the university in the top ten among U.S. research universities.

Duke University ranks in top 20 globally for SECURING PRIVATE SECTOR INVESTMENT IN TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING FOR INNOVATION rankings.

The Graduate School also promotes INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH THROUGH SPECIALIZED DUAL- AND JOINT-DEGREE PROGRAMS.
- M.D./Ph.D. (MSTP program) with the Duke School of Medicine
- J.D./M.A. with the Duke School of Law
- J.D./Ph.D. with the Duke School of Law
- Joint Ph.D. program in German Studies, developed and offered with the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
- Interdisciplinary Spirit

DUKEGEN: Our entrepreneurship alumni network includes over 6,000 MEMBERS, and runs MORE THAN 30 EVENTS A YEAR.

DUKE KUNSHAN in China offers FOUR GRADUATE MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAM OPTIONS Master of Environmental Policy, Master of Science in Medical Physics, Master of Science in Global Health, Master of Management Studies

36 Duke departments offer SERVICE LEARNING COURSES, with 71 service learning course selections

More than 75 percent of Duke students pursue SERVICE-LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES in Durham and around the world

14 UNIVERSITY-WIDE INSTITUTES AND INITIATIVES create new academic opportunities, spark innovative research, and connect faculty and students across campus

Global Perspective and Service Learning

Duke’s J.B. Fuqua School of Business has an EMBEDDED GLOBAL PRESENCE in: Shanghai/Kunshan • New Delhi Santiago • St. Petersburg • Dubai London • Johannesburg

More than 45% of undergraduate students participate in STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS

Hiring a Student or Alum from Duke University Helps You to “Give Back” to Your Alma Mater while Ensuring that You Will Bring a Product of Duke’s High Quality Programs to Your Workplace. We Are Here to Help Make Recruiting an Easy Process to Navigate.

Post a Job or Internship

You can send us a job listing using this form. We will contact the Duke career services offices that interface with the students who meet your requirements. You can just sit back and wait to hear from great applicants. If you’d rather discuss your job opportunity and get our advice on how to promote it at Duke, please contact us at alumnicareers@duke.edu.

Volunteer for Professional Support

We are interested in helping alums to connect with students who are looking for advice and support in a variety of settings. If you would like to be added to our database of alums that we can contact regarding speaking engagements, job shadowing, mock interviewing and industry advice, please email us at alumnicareers@duke.edu. In your email, please provide information about your interests and how you’d like to help.